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 what is the best torrent client for ubuntu? !best | panda panda: Usually, there is no single "best" application to perform a given
task. It's up to you to choose, depending on your preferences, features you require, and other factors. Do NOT take polls in the
channel. If you insist on getting people's opinions, ask BestBot in #ubuntu-bots. cyka, i am using 12.10 how to use the rdp vnc

on xubuntu? I've been having issues with ATI not showing up in my network manager (using fglrx) - it sees it in lspci, but won't
show it in nm-applet or otherwise. Any thoughts? I'm not sure how to debug this. ok ty there is a program called "keepass" it

encrypts your passwords and then you can move around your passwords. i use it and it works !patience | Asad Asad: Don't feel
ignored and repeat your question quickly; if nobody knows your answer, nobody will answer you. While you wait, try searching
or or Asad: look for gfport vnc... *gfvnc is that a gui? Asad: search for xfce4-remote thnx I have an executable script. I want to
run it with sudo, but it needs to start a webserver to test my php script in the browser. How would I go about doing this? I'm not
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too familiar with the command line. I assume it'd be something like running nginx and then telling it to proxy from a port in
php, so that it gets routed to localhost:80? Ideally I'd do all this by pressing a button in Unity, 82157476af
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